Oneness Wednesdays in December:
Transforming How We Engage with Our World:
Conversation Works
Facilitator: Christopher Bowers

Church of Truth, Community of Conscious Living
111 Superior Street, Victoria, BC
7:00 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Free or by Donation
[50% of donations to the church and 50% to Outreach Project

December 7th - ConversationWorks on a personal basis: Questions that
change lives and open opportunities in every conversation.
An introduction to a new listening style. This is not an add-on to ‘how we engage in
conversation’, but a new approach to replace the small talk and social banter, that rarely
goes below the surface. We’ll be introduced to the tools, both hand-held and web-based
and use them to engage with each other around themes or metaphors important to each
person.
December 14th - ConversationWorks bring clarity, insight and collaboration
‘Collaboration is the new black’. We will use ConversationWorks tools to explore
issues and initiatives important to each participant. This is a shorter version of the
Collaboration Board that Conversation Works offers monthly at the Union Club.
How often are you in a diverse group of strangers, where one gets to mention an
issue to them, and the rest of the people in the group are solely focused on how they
can help you resolve that? That’s what [Collaboration Board] is to me
--- Christopher Bowers

Bio for Christopher Bowers: Community developer – Coordinator of Green Drinks
Victoria - Creator of workshop series called Power of Personal Story, Conversations with
Roger, and Women in Change Principal of Conversation Works – produce new models of
communication - Created MobilizingHope.com a container for stories that inspire.
Social entrepreneur - Created the suite of tools, ConversationWorks.ca dedicated to
increasing social capital for people of all ages - Executive director of Community School
Interviews, a registered charity, designed to help students (all ages in fact) understand
how the wider world works - Created a social network to connect resources to
progressive projects.- Award winning educator - Worked in classrooms for over 30
years.- Received a Marshall McLuhan Distinctive Teacher Award for Innovation in
Education Contact info for Christopher: info@conversationworks.ca

